
Top 10  
Kitchen Tools   

1. Good quality chef’s knife  

2. Food processor  

• STOCK YOUR KITCHEN LIKE A PRO •

Hands-down this is the best place to invest in your kitchen 
inventory. Once you have a great chef’s knife, have it 
sharpened every 3-4 months, or when you notice that it’s 
dull. Get into this habit and you’ll be amazed at how much 
smoother it is to chop vegetables.   

Use it to make bread crumbs (a lot of members do this with 
leftover bread on day 3), pie crust, pizza dough, pesto, 
hummus, pureeing and shredding vegetables  

On top of having a basic frying pan, a large skillet with tall 
sides will allow you to make full meals all in one place (think 
curry, egg fried rice, stir fry and gratin). Bonus if the whole 
thing is oven-safe, which lets it double as a casserole dish. 

Have a few different sizes on-hand. We recommend a wood 
cutting board to store and cut your bread, and having a few 
larger cutting boards will be indispensable for chopping 
vegetables and meat.   

Almost all of our Food Box Pros have one, and use 
it frequently in the summer. Toss veggies in salt, 
pepper, olive oil & seasoning and use this basket 
to grill them over the BBQ.  

3. Large skillet

4. Cutting boards

5. BBQ/grill basket
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6. Steamer/steam pot set  

7. Roasting pan 

• STOCK YOUR KITCHEN LIKE A PRO •

Another tool our Food Box Pros use for quick & easy veggie 
prep is to use a steamer. You don’t need anything fancy here 
– a slotted pot over another pot will do the trick.  

Roasting veggies with oil, salt, pepper and seasoning is 
another Food Box Pro strategy for using up your produce. 
And you can always freeze them for later… 

Speaking of freezing, having a box of freezer bags in your 
kitchen will make it easy to put away prepared vegetables to 
keep for winter, whether you roast, blanch, grate, chop your 
veggies or put together ready-to-make meals or smoothies.  

Using glass containers lets you see exactly what you have in 
your fridge, and you can use them to store prepped 
vegetables/meal ingredients or your leftovers. Mason jars 
come in a variety of sizes and are an inexpensive way to add 
some glass to your container collection. 

Graters aren’t just for cheese! This simple tool 
can be used for making veggie slaws, vegetable 
pancakes, and shaving vegetables right into 
your salad. 

8. Freezer bags

9. Glass containers with lids

10. Grater
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